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Wavepacket Self-Rotation and Helical Zitterbewegung in
Symmetry-Broken Honeycomb Lattices

Xiuying Liu, Frane Luníc, Daohong Song,* Zhixuan Dai, Shiqi Xia, Liqin Tang, Jingjun Xu,
Zhigang Chen,* and Hrvoje Buljan*

The toolbox quantities used for manipulating the flow of light include typically
amplitude, phase, and polarization. Pseudospins, such as those arising from
valley degrees of freedom in photonic structures, have recently emerged as an
excellent candidate for this toolbox, in parallel with rapid development of
spintronics and valleytronics in condensed-matter physics. Here, by
employing symmetry-broken honeycomb photonic lattices, valley-dependent
wavepacket self-rotation manifested in spiraling intensity patterns is
demonstrated, which occurs without any initial orbital angular momentum.
Theoretically, it is shown that such wavepacket self-rotation is induced by the
Berry phase and results in Zitterbewegung oscillations. The frequency of
Zitterbewegung is proportional to the gap size, while the helicity of
self-rotation is valley-dependent, i.e., correlated with the Berry curvature.
These results lead to new understanding of the venerable Zitterbewegung
phenomenon from the perspective of topology and are readily applicable on
other platforms such as 2D Dirac materials and ultracold atoms.

1. Introduction

Electric charge is the key quantity for controlling signals in
conventional electronics and semiconductor devices. However,
advances in manipulating spin and valley degrees of freedom
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have reshaped the traditional perspec-
tive, leading to the development of
spintronics[1] and valleytronics.[2] Am-
plitude, phase, and polarization are the
key quantities of usual recipes for con-
trolling the flow of light. However, the
understanding and development of op-
tical spin–orbit interactions,[3] photonic
pseudospins,[4] and valley degrees of
freedom[5–12] have offered us new knobs
that can be used for manipulation of
light in photonic structures, in analogy
with parallel advances in electric systems.
The pioneering achievements exploit-

ing valley degrees of freedom in pho-
tonics include, e.g., the prediction[5,6]

and experimental demonstration[8] of
photonic valley-Hall topological insula-
tors, topologically protected refraction of
robust kink states in valley photonic
crystals,[7] topological valley-Hall edge

states,[9] and spin and valley-polarized one-way Klein
tunneling.[11] Photonic valley systems can be implemented
at telecommunication and terahertz wavelengths on a sil-
icon platform,[12,13] at subwavelength scales on plasmonic
platforms,[8,14,15] and they can be used for the development of
topological lasers,[16–19] which opens the possibilities for many
applications. Besides electromagnetic waves, valley topological
materials have been used for manipulation of other waves such
as sound waves[20] and elastic waves.[21] All these exemplary
successes unequivocally point at the need and importance
of discovering valley-dependent wave phenomena, for both
fundamental understanding and advanced applications.
To this end, it is important to understand the behavior of phys-

ical quantities that distinguish different valleys. Among the most
studied examples in photonics are the two inequivalent valleys
of the honeycomb lattices (HCLs), located at the lattice high-
symmetry K and K ′ points in the Brillouin zone, which are fur-
nished with the nontrivial Berry phase winding.[22,23] The Berry
curvatures are in opposite directions at K- and K ′-valleys in a
(symmetry-broken) HCL (e.g., see ref. [23]), and thus can be used
to distinguish the two valleys. Besides the Berry curvature, in
electronic systems, the electron magnetic moment can also be
used to distinguish the two valleys.[24,25] The magnetic moment
occurs from the self-rotating electric wavepacket,[24–26] which is
virtually impossible to be directly observed with electrons.
Here, we study valley-dependent propagation of light in an

inversion-symmetry-broken photonic HCL. We establish the
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lattice by employing a direct laser-writing technique,[27] and
we demonstrate experimentally and numerically the valley-
dependent helicity in spiraling intensity patterns related to
wavepacket self-rotation. Specifically, we show that, by selective
excitation of the valleys in a gapped HCL, a probe beam under-
goes distinct spiraling during propagation through the lattice,
characterized by its helical intensity pattern and “center-of-mass”
oscillation, even though no initial orbital angular momentum
is involved. We theoretically demonstrate that the observed phe-
nomenon dwells upon the existence of the Berry phase,[28] lead-
ing to the fundamental phenomenon of Zitterbewegung, first in-
troduced by Schrödinger[29] in the context of relativistic electrons.
We find that the helicity of Zitterbewegung in our system is a
valley-dependent quantity.
Zitterbewegung refers to a prediction that elementary parti-

cles such as electrons described by the relativistic Dirac equation
would exhibit rapid oscillatory motion in vacuum, with angular
frequency on the order of 2mc2∕ℏ.[29] It was studied in attempts
to provide a deeper understanding of the electron spin[30,31] and
even to interpret some aspects of quantum mechanics,[32] but
the Zitterbewegung of electrons in vacuum has never been ob-
served owing to its inherent ultra-small amplitude and ultra-high
frequency. However, electrons in Bloch bands of some materials
are driven by equations analogous to the relativistic Dirac equa-
tion, e.g., Zitterbewegung of electrons was predicted to occur in
semiconductor quantum wells.[33] In a full analogy, Zitterbewe-
gung was also predicted with ultracold atoms in optical lattices[34]

and with photons in 2D photonic crystals.[35] Experimental obser-
vation of Zitterbewegung-like phenomena was, however, mostly
limited to 1D domain in systems including trapped ions,[36] pho-
tonic lattices,[37] and Bose–Einstein condensates,[38,39] or to sur-
face acoustic waves in an integrated phononic graphene.[40] The
Zitterbewegung term in the quantum expectation value of the
position operator vanishes if the wave-packets are made up with
solely positive (or negative) energy states, thus leading to its in-
terpretation in terms of interference of positive and negative en-
ergy states. In periodic lattices, this amounts to the interference
of Bloch waves from different bands. In this work, we show the-
oretically that the Zitterbewegung can be interpreted via interfer-
ence between the incident nonvortex beam component and the
vortex component arising from the universal momentum-to-real
space mapping mechanism, which inherently has a topological
origin.[41] Thus, we provide a different perspective about the Zit-
terbewegung phenomenon, which gives rise to a simpler visual-
ization than the original interpretation.

2. Results

2.1. Experimental Results and Numerical Simulations

We study light propagation in (2+1)D photonic lattices, which in
the paraxial approximation is governed by the Schrödinger-like
equation (e.g., see ref. [23] and references therein)

i 𝜕Ψ
𝜕z

= − 1
2k0

∇2Ψ −
k0𝛿n (x, y)

n0
Ψ (x, y, z) (1)

here Ψ(x, y, z) is the complex amplitude of the electric field, k0 is
the wave number in the medium, n0 is the background refrac-

tive index, and 𝛿n(x, y) is the induced refractive-index changes
forming the HCL with broken inversion-symmetry, as illustrated
in Figure 1a. Equation (1) is mathematically equivalent to the
Schrödinger equation describing electrons in 2D quantum sys-
tems, with z playing the role of time. The HCL is comprised of
two sublattices (A and B), and the inversion-symmetry breaking
is achieved with a refraction index offset between the sublattices,
see Figure 1a. In k-space, the HCL has two distinct valleys located
at theK andK ′ points in the Brillouin zone (they are also referred
to as Dirac points), as illustrated in Figure 1b. In the vicinity of
Dirac points, the band structure is described by ±

√
k2 +m2 (k is

the magnitude of the wavevector with origin at the Dirac point,
andm is the effective mass determined by band dispersion), and
the wave dynamics is approximately described by the 2D mas-
sive Dirac equation (see theoretical analysis below). The size of
the band gap is 2m, and it is proportional to the refraction index
offset between the two sublattices, as illustrated in Figure 1c for
the photonic lattices used in our numerical simulations and ex-
periments. For direct comparison, the insets in Figure 1c show
the band structure close to the K-point form = 0 (gapless Dirac-
cone type band structure), and form > 0 (gapped±

√
k2 +m2 type

band structure).
Our main finding is sketched in Figure 1b. The probe beam

which is formed by interfering three broad Gaussian beams ex-
cites themodes in the vicinity of three equivalent K-points (or K ′-
points) in momentum space, i.e., the modes in one valley, with
both sublattices equally excited in real space. The output beam ex-
hibits self-rotation during propagation through the HCL, which
has a spiraling intensity pattern with the helicity depending on
the valley (K or K ′) that is initially excited. It will be shown be-
low that this spiraling self-rotating motion is attributed to a root
of the Zitterbewegung of the wavepacket, identified through the
rotation of its “center-of-mass” (COM), which is defined as the
space average value ⟨r⟩ = ∫ r I(r)da weighted with respect to in-
tensity I(r).
In Figure 1d–f, we show numerical results of the output pat-

terns of the probe beam at different propagation distances in
the inversion-symmetry-broken HCL, obtained by solving Equa-
tion (1), with the refractive index offset between the sublattices set
by the ratio nA: nB = 1.2:1, exciting only the K valley. The parame-
ters used in the simulations correspond to that of the experiment:
n0 = 2.35 for the SBN:61 crystal, k0 = 2𝜋n0∕𝜆 and 𝜆 = 488 nm,
the lattice constant is 16 𝜇m (i.e., the distance between nearest
neighboring sites is 9 𝜇m), and themaximal index change (depth
of the lattice) is about 1.3 × 10−4. The overall envelope of the
probe beam is Gaussian-like (Figure 1d), but with a triangular lat-
tice structure (due to three-beam interference) at z = 0 that can
be positioned to excite one or both sublattices. In simulations dis-
played in Figure 1d–f, the probe beam excites the middle points
between the A and B sublattices, i.e., both sublattices are equally
excited. We find that the output wavepacket exhibits self-rotation
during propagation (see the Video in Supporting Information),
and the initially symmetric probe beam evolves into an asym-
metric spiraling intensity pattern as displayed in Figure 1e,f. It
expands during propagation because of diffraction, whereas the
spiral helicity and the direction of rotation are valley-dependent.
In Figure 1g, the dynamical evolution of the beam’s COM is plot-
ted in 3D, showing spiral-like Zitterbewegung oscillations (in the
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Figure 1. Valley-dependent wavepacket self-rotation in a symmetry-broken HCL. a) Illustration of an inversion-symmetry-broken HCL consisting of A
and B sublattices. The inset sketches the refractive-index offset (nA > nB is shown, e.g.). b) Illustration of wavepacket self-rotation when the modes in the
vicinity of the K-valley (or K′-valley) are excited, showing spiraling intensity patterns with valley-dependent helicity. Top inset shows the valley locations
at the edges of the first Brillouin zone in k-space; the Berry curvature is opposite at two inequivalent valleys (sketched with red and blue colors). Bottom
inset shows the scheme when three K-valleys are simultaneously excited. c) The size of the gap as a function of the index offset (nA − nB) for photonic
lattices used in our experiments. The insets show the band-gap structures in the vicinity of the K-point for nA − nB = 0 (upper inset), and nA − nB > 0
(lower inset). d–f) Spiraling intensity patterns at different propagation distances indicating self-rotation of the wavepacket. g) Plot of the COM trajectory
obtained numerically. The probe at z = 0 shown in (d) has a Gaussian envelope with no initial orbital angular momentum—see video file in the
Supporting Information.

plot we subtracted the drift which standardly occurs alongside
Zitterbewegung phenomenon for better visualization).
Next, we present corresponding experimental results obtained

in an HCL established in a 20 mm long nonlinear crystal by a
cw-laser-writing method.[27] Instead of using a single Gaussian
beam for writing, here the two sublattices are separately writ-
ten and controlled by a triangular lattice pattern. The refractive-
index difference of the two sublattices nA : nB is readily tuned by
the writing time for each sublattice (see the Experimental Sec-
tion). A typical example of experimentally generated symmetry-
broken HCL with nA > nB is shown in Figure 2a. As in simu-
lation, the probe beam is a truncated triangular lattice pattern
formed by interfering three broad Gaussian beams (see Fig-
ure 2b) with their wavevectors matched to the three K- or K ′-
points. In real space, we excite both sublattices with equal ampli-
tude and phase by positioning the probe beam at middle points
between the two sublattices. The observed intensity patterns of
the probe beam at the lattice output under different excitation
conditions are shown in the top panels of Figure 2c–f, with cor-
responding numerical simulation results plotted in the bottom
panels.
When the input beam excites the K-valley with the refractive-

index offset between sublattices such that nA > nB, the beam
evolves into a spiraling pattern (Figure 2c). The helicity of the
spiraling pattern and therefore the rotation direction of the out-
put beam is reversed if the offset is changed to be nA < nB

(Figure 2d). As we will show theoretically below, such spiraling
intensity pattern is related to the circular motion of the COM of
the wavepacket and the Berry-phase-mediated Zitterbewegung.
We emphasize that the rotation can only be realized when the
inversion symmetry of the HCL is broken and the gap opens;
for comparison, when nA = nB, the output pattern exhibits con-
ical diffraction[42] rather than a spiraling pattern (Figure 2e)
under the equal excitation condition. Importantly, we experi-
mentally demonstrate that the rotation direction depends on
the valley degree of freedom. If we excite the K ′ valley in-
stead of the K valley, while keeping all other conditions un-
changed, we observe that the spiraling direction (i.e., helicity)
of the intensity pattern is reversed; this can be seen by compar-
ing the experimental results shown in Figure 2c,f. These obser-
vations are corroborated by numerical beam propagation simu-
lations using Equation (1), which is shown in the bottom pan-
els of Figure 2. We point out that altering the helicity of the
spiraling pattern by reversing the index offset between the two
sublattices (Figure 2c vs Figure 2d) is fully equivalent to altering
the helicity via exciting different valleys (Figure 2c vs Figure 2f).
In both cases, the helicity of the spiraling pattern is correlated
with the direction of the Berry curvature around the gappedDirac
cone. In other words, the spiraling intensity is a valley contrast-
ing quantity, analogous to the orbital momentum of electrons in
condensed matter systems,[24–26] manifested when the inversion
symmetry is broken.
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Figure 2. Experimental and numerical results demonstrating valley-dependent wavepacket self-rotation. a) Zoom-in image of a laser-written HCL with
broken-inversion-symmetry; in this plot, nA > nB, corresponding to Figure 1a. b) Input triangular lattice pattern used in experiment as the probe beam.
c–f) Experimental (top row) and numerical (bottom row) results of output intensity patterns for different excitation conditions: c–e) Results obtained
under K-valley excitation where the index ratio is c) nA : nB = 1.2:1, d) nA : nB = 1:1.2, and e) nA : nB = 1:1. f) Result obtained under K′-valley excitation
with nA : nB = 1.2:1. Note that the helicities of the spiraling patterns in (c) and (f) (as well as in (c) and (d)) are in opposite directions, as illustrated by
curved arrows.

2.2. Theoretical Analysis

For excitations in the vicinity of the K-valley, Equation (1) is ap-
proximated by i 𝜕𝜓

𝜕z
= H𝜓 , where the Hamiltonian (in k-space)

is an effective 2D massive Dirac equation

H = 𝜅
(
𝜎xkx + 𝜎yky

)
+ 𝜎zm =

(
m 𝜅

(
kx − iky

)
𝜅
(
kx + iky

)
−m

)

=
(

m 𝜅ke−i𝜑k
𝜅kei𝜑k −m

)
(2)

where 𝜎i are the Pauli matrices. The coefficient 𝜅 depends on
the coupling strength between adjacent waveguides in the lattice
(e.g., see ref. [25]). Without any loss of generality, we set 𝜅 = 1
in all analytical expressions, because they can be rescaled to any
value of 𝜅 with the substitution k → 𝜅k. The complex amplitude

of the electric field 𝜓 = (
𝜓 1

2

𝜓− 1
2

) is a two-component spinor, be-

cause the HCL has two sublattices. Pseudospin components 𝜓 1
2

and 𝜓− 1
2
describe the field amplitudes in the A and B sublattices

(e.g., see ref. [41]). The eigenmodes of the Hamiltonian in Equa-
tion (2) are given byH 𝜓nk = 𝛽nk 𝜓nk,

𝜓nk =
1√
Nnk

(m+𝛽nk
k

e−i𝜑k

1

)
, Nnk = 2 +

2m
(
m + 𝛽nk

)
k2

(3)

where 𝛽nk = n
√
k2 +m2; n = ±1 is the band number, and k is

the wavevector with origin at the K-point. It is important to note
that the k-space topological charges of the two spinor components
in Equation (3) differ by one, i.e., the vorticity of the two spinor
components in k-space is different. This difference is indepen-

dent of the gauge used, and it gives rise to the Berry phase wind-
ing around the K-point.
Dynamics around the K ′-valley is described analogously with

substitution kx → −kx in Equation (2).[25] The eigenmodes at the
K ′-valley are given by 𝜓∗

nk, i.e., the winding of the spinor vortic-
ity in k-space is in the opposite direction. Thus, the geometry of
the eigenmodes gives rise to the Berry curvature which is in op-
posite directions at the K and K ′ points[23,25,26] (see Figure 1b).
This is the origin of the opposite helicity of the spiraling patterns
observed in Figure 2c,f.
We are interested in the dynamics from an axially symmetric

initial excitation

𝜓
(
r,𝜑r , z = 0

)
= 𝜓0

√
I0 (r) = ∫ d2k 𝜓0f (k) e

ik⋅r (4)

where we have introduced radial coordinates (x = r cos𝜑r and
y = r sin𝜑r), f (k) corresponds to the spatial power spectrum of
the initial excitation f (k) = (2𝜋)−2 ∫

√
I0(r)e

−ik⋅rda, and it deter-
mines the distribution of excitations around the K or K ′-point;

𝜓0 = (
cos 𝜃ei𝛼

sin 𝜃
) is the most general initial spinor, where 𝛼 is the

relative phase between the fields in the sublattices at z = 0, and
𝜃 determines the amplitude in each sublattice.
Dynamics from the initial condition (4) is readily found by ex-

panding into eigenmodes of the system. After a straightforward
calculation one finds

𝜓
(
r,𝜑r , z

)
=

(
𝜓 1

2

(
r,𝜑r , z

)
𝜓− 1

2

(
r,𝜑r , z

)) =

(
g 1
2
,0 (r, z) + g 1

2
,−1 (r, z) e

−i𝜑r

g− 1
2
,+1 (r, z) e

i𝜑r + g− 1
2
,0 (r, z)

)

(5)

where z = 13∕𝜅k0, and the g-functions can be expressed
as integrals in k-space (see the Supporting Information). In
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Figure 3. Theoretical analysis of wavepacket self-rotation from Dirac equation. Top panels are the spinor components of the intensity structure of the
spiraling beam, and bottom panels show the motion of its “center-of-mass (COM).” In the figure, z is in units (𝜅k0)

−1, x and y are in units k−10 . a)
Intensity structure of the pseudospin component |𝜓 1

2
(r,𝜑r , z)|2, b) the nonvortex component |g 1

2 ,0
(r, z)|2, and c) the vortex component |g 1

2 ,−1
(r, z)|2. d)

The position of the COM of the wavepacket (average values of x and y) as functions of z. e) Propagation of the velocity components of the COM, and
the (identical) expectation values ⟨𝜎x⟩ and ⟨𝜎y⟩. f) Propagation of the acceleration components and numerical verification of Equation (10). See the text
for details.

Figure 3a, we plot the spiraling intensity pattern |𝜓 1
2
(r,𝜑r , z)|2

obtained with the Hamiltonian in Equation (2); the envelope of
the initial excitation is Gaussian, f (k) = exp(−k2∕k20), and both

sublattices are equally excited with same phase, 𝜓0 = (
1
1
) . The

mass term is m = 0.6𝜅k0, which determines the gap size. For
our initial condition, the intensity in the lower spinor com-
ponent |𝜓− 1

2
(r,𝜑r , z)|2 is equal to that in the upper compo-

nent |𝜓 1
2
(r,𝜑r , z)|2, and consequently the whole intensity |𝜓|2 =|𝜓 1

2
|2 + |𝜓− 1

2
|2 has the same spatial dependence as |𝜓 1

2
|2 illus-

trated in Figure 3a (see the Supporting Information). For this
reason, in what follows we focus on understanding the inten-
sity in just one spinor component. It is evident that the spiraling
intensity pattern obtained with the “low-energy” Hamiltonian
Equation (2) agrees with those obtained from numerical simula-
tions of the Schrödinger Equation (1) as well as from experiments
shown in Figure 2.
It is important to note from Equation (5) that each spinor com-

ponent is a superposition of a nonvortex (Gaussian-like) ampli-
tude and a vortex amplitude. At z = 0, there are no vortex com-
ponents, because g 1

2
,−1 (r, 0) = g− 1

2
,1 (r, 0) = 0. The vortex com-

ponents dynamically emerge during the propagation. The under-
lying mechanism behind the emergence of these vortices was ex-
plained previously:[41] the vortex that is present in the k-space of
each eigenmode of this system (related to inherent topological

singularity at the Dirac point) is mapped to the real space during
linear propagation dynamics (analogous to the far-field mapping
of the power spectra to real space intensity).
To explain the spiraling pattern observed in our experiments,

we calculate the intensity in the pseudospin components

|||𝜓 1
2

|||2 = |||g 1
2
,0 (r, z)

|||2 + |||g 1
2
,−1 (r, z)

|||2 + 2 |||g 1
2
,0
||| |||g 1

2
,−1

|||
cos

(
−Arg g 1

2
,0 (r, z) + Arg g 1

2
,−1 (r, z) − 𝜑r

)
(6)

and equivalently for the other pseudospin component. The last
term describes the interference between the vortex and non-
vortex field amplitudes, which depends on their relative phase.
The intensities of the nonvortex term |g 1

2
,0(r, z)|2 and the vortex

term |g 1
2
,−1(r, z)|2are radially symmetric, as shown in Figure 3b,c

(see the Supporting Information for plots of all the g-functions).
Therefore, the spiraling patternmust arise from the interference.
The interference term has a maximum when

𝜑r = − Arg g 1
2
,0 (r, z) + Arg g 1

2
,−1 (r, z) (modulo 2𝜋) (7)

When−Arg g 1
2
,0(r, z) + Arg g 1

2
,−1(r, z) is monotonically increas-

ing (or decreasing) with r, the function implicitly given in Equa-
tion (7) is a spiral in the (r,𝜑r)-plane; the spiral helicity depends
on whether the r.h.s. in Equation (7) decreases or increases.
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Evidently, the spiraling self-rotating pattern arises from the in-
terference of the vortex and the nonvortex components.
We now present the theory for the wavepacket self-rotation and

Zitterbewegung phenomenon in our system. Dynamics of the
COM of the wavepacket rC = xC x̂ + yCŷ is given by

rC (z) = ⟨r⟩ = ∫ 𝜓+ (r,𝜑r , z
)
r𝜓

(
r,𝜑r , z

)
da (8)

where r = xx̂ + yŷ, and da = rdrd𝜑r is the infinitesimal area
element. It can be understood by observing the velocity of the
COM

vC =
drC
dz

= ∫ 𝜓+ (r,𝜑r , z
)
i [H, r]𝜓

(
r,𝜑r , z

)
da = ⟨𝜎x⟩ x̂ + ⟨𝜎y⟩ŷ

(9)

and its acceleration

dvc
dz

= − 2 ẑ × P + 2m ẑ × vC (10)

where we have introduced vector P = ⟨kx𝜎z⟩ x̂ + ⟨ky𝜎z⟩ŷ (see the
Supporting Information for the derivation). Calculated results
from Equations (9) and (10) are illustrated in Figure 3d–f.
The second term in Equation (10) is the Zitterbewegung term;

it corresponds to the oscillations of the COM with frequency 2m
(the size of the spectral gap). Oscillations are clearly visible in
all Figure 3d–f. Moreover, it is evident from Equation (10) that
the helicity of Zitterbewegung oscillations depends on the sign
of m ∝ nA − nB, which corroborates our experimental findings.
The first term in Equation (10) yields the drift of the COM of the
wavepacket, visible in Figure 3d, which is an expected feature of
the Zitterbewegung effect (e.g., see refs. [33,43]). The direction of
the drift depends on the initial conditions. More specifically, the
expectation value of the pseudospin operator 𝜎 = x̂ 𝜎x + ŷ𝜎y at
z = 0 sets the direction of the initial velocity of the COM (see
Figure 3e). Such drifting of the COM is also observed in our nu-
merical simulations using Equation (1). We note that for better
visualization of the spiraling dynamics, we did not include the
drift when plotting Figure 1g.
The components of the vector P are interpreted as the dif-

ference of the expectation value of the momentum between the
pseudospin-up and -down components, i.e., the difference of the
momentum between the two sublattices. The acceleration of the
COM in the x-direction is proportional to Py, which can be there-
fore interpreted as a pseudo-force exerted in the COM. From
the example shown in Figure 3f, we see that this pseudo-force P
shows damped oscillations around zero. Thus, it induces some
oscillations, which should be distinguished from those of the
Zitterbewegung term. Our calculations indicate that the circular
Zitterbewegung motion in symmetry-broken HCLs exists only
when m is nonzero and thus the gap opens, which is in agree-
ment with the Zitterbewegung of electrons.[29] Yet, our finding
is in contradistinction with similar oscillations that were called
Zitterbewegung in gapless HCL systems.[35,40,44] The oscillations
reported there could be linked to the oscillations of the pseudo-
force P described above, rather than to the Zitterbewegung term
which is absent for m = 0.

3. Discussion

The theory of the Zitterbewegung has been addressed in numer-
ous papers.[30,32–35,45–47] The Zitterbewegung effect was originally
associated with oscillatory motion of electrons in 3D space,[29,30]

but such motion has never been observed. Here, we focus on the
novel aspects of this phenomenon using optical wavepackets in
2D photonic lattices. We discuss connection between the exper-
imentally observed valley-dependent spiraling intensity pattern
(related to self-rotation of the wavepacket) and the Zitterbewe-
gung phenomenon. This leads to a novel interpretation of the
phenomenon, and sheds light on the role played by the Berry
phase.
First, we mention a seemingly unrelated simple example.

Considering two coupled single-mode waveguides, the coupled
system has a symmetric and an antisymmetric eigenmode,
1√
2
(uL ± uR), with two propagation constants (eigenvalues) whose

difference depends on the strength of the coupling (here the letter
L stands for the left waveguide, and R for the right waveguide). By
launching a beam, e.g., into the left waveguide, both modes will
be excited and they will undergo beating; the field amplitude will
thus jump from the left to the right waveguide and back and forth,
with the frequency given by the coupling strength. The COM of
the beam will oscillate at this frequency.
The very same mechanism, albeit a bit more complicated,

leads to Zitterbewegung in our 2D system. First, we excite
both sublattices of the HCL equally and with the same phase

(𝜓0 = (
cos 𝜃ei𝛼

sin 𝜃
) = (

1
1
) ). The envelope of the initial excitation is

Gaussian-like with azimuthal symmetry. In experiments and nu-
merical simulations, the intensity fine structure under this en-
velope is a triangular lattice (it allows tuning the excitation of
the two sublattices). In “low-energy” theory Equation (2), this
means that the continuous field amplitudes 𝜓 1

2
(r,𝜑r , z = 0) and

𝜓− 1
2
(r,𝜑r , z = 0) are independent of the azimuthal angle 𝜑r . Be-

cause of the nontrivial Berry phase winding around the Dirac
points, i.e., the topology of the system, a vortex beam component
(with 𝜑r dependent amplitude) will dynamically emerge. The un-
derlying universalmechanismwhichmaps the topological singu-
larity (vortex) from the k-space to the real space was discovered
recently.[41] As such, for z > 0, a single pseudospin component
is furnished with both the nonvortex and the vortex beam com-
ponents, which naturally interfere. It is demonstrated in the pre-
vious section and shown in Figure 3 that without the interfer-
ence of these two components, the intensity pattern of the beam
remains its azimuthal symmetry. The shape of the interference
fringes depends on the evolution of the phase fronts of these two
components, i.e., on Arg g 1

2
,0(r, z) − Arg g 1

2
,−1(r, z), which yields a

spiraling self-rotating pattern (see Figure 3). This rotation breaks
the azimuthal symmetry of the initial beam and leads to oscilla-
tion of the COM of the beam rC(z), in analogy to the two-mode
beating discussed above. This alternative interpretation of theZit-
terbewegung oscillations is perhaps more easily visualized than
the original one invoking interference between positive and nega-
tive energy states. Both interpretations are correct, however, ours
gives a simple picture for the circular oscillations of the COM
associated with wavepacket self-rotation.
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Figure 4. Experimental setup and scheme used for laser-writing the symmetry-broken HCL and for the observation of valley-dependent wavepacket self-
rotation. SLM, spatial light modulator; BS, beam splitter; L, lens; F, Filter; 𝜆

2
, half-wave plate; SBN: strontium barium niobite crystal. The triangular lattice

beam for alternatively writing the two sublattices and the superimposed lattice structure are shown in the top-left inset, and the 3D lattice structure
through the crystal is illustrated in the top-right inset.

It should be emphasized that without the gap, there is no Zit-
terbewegung (see Equation (10)). This means that the gap is cru-
cial for the existence of radial dependence of the phase fronts
Arg g 1

2
,0(r, z) − Arg g 1

2
,−1(r, z) that yields the spiraling intensity

patterns. This can be understood because evolving phase fronts
correspond to the dispersion curves. The dispersion curves dras-
tically change when the gap opens, from the linear (conical) dis-
persion to the “parabolic” one. The helicity of the spiraling self-
rotating motion determines the helicity of the Zitterbewegung of
the COM. Consequently, it is valley-dependent in the symmetry-
broken HCLs.
Let us digress a bit and comment on results of conical diffrac-

tion shown in Figure 2e, i.e., when m = 0 and the lattice band
structure is a conical intersection. The far field intensity struc-
ture, i.e., the outcome of conical diffraction, depends on the ini-
tial excitation conditions, i.e., the weights and the relative phases
of the Bloch modes excited around Dirac points. For example, if
one excites both sublattices in phase, and simultaneously at both
K- and K ′-valleys, the output would be circularly symmetric.[42]

If one excites only a single sublattice at either K-valleys or K ′-
valleys, the output is also circularly symmetric.[4] The crescent-
like output in Figure 2e is a result when both sublattices are ini-
tially excited but at a single set (K or K ′) of valleys.
Finally, we discuss the crucial role played by the Berry phase.

The existence of the Berry phase at each valley is responsible for
the existence of themomentum to real spacemappingwhich pro-
duces a vortex component in the field, even though that the ini-
tial excitation beam is Gaussian-like. The connection between the
Berry phase and Zitterbewegung has been analyzed previously
in literature.[34] These analyses relied on the fact that the COM
of the beam can be expressed as ⟨r⟩ = ∫ �̃�+(k, z)i∇k�̃�(k, z)d

2k in
the momentum space representation of the field amplitude.[34,46]

When �̃�(k, z) is expressed in eigenmodes of the system, some

terms in the expression for ⟨r⟩ will contain the Berry connection
An (k) = i𝜓+

nk∇k𝜓nk; however, the terms corresponding to Zitter-
bewegung will be nonzero only if the interband matrix elements
i𝜓+

−1k∇k𝜓1k and i𝜓+
1k∇k𝜓−1k are nonzero (see the Supporting In-

formation for the derivation). These matrix elements take very
similar form to that of the Berry connection, except that the op-
erator i∇k is evaluated between modes of different bands. This
is consistent with our experimental setting where both bands are
excited. Thus, we conclude that in our observations, the key role
of the Berry phase is to generate the vortex term enabling its in-
terference with the nonvortex component, and hence the Zitter-
bewegung. The direction of the Berry curvature sets the helicity
of the spiraling pattern, and therefore the valley-dependence of
the spiraling self-rotating wavepacket.

4. Experimental Section
Experimental Setup and Scheme: In this experiment, the symmetry-

broken HCL was established in a nonlinear photorefractive crystal
(SBN:61; dimensions: a × b × c = 5 × 20 × 5 mm3) by using the
cw-laser writing method established previously.[27] Instead of using a sin-
gle Gaussian beam for waveguide writing, here a triangular lattice beam
formed by three-beam interference was employed. A collimated ordinarily
polarized laser beam at a wavelength of 488 nm illuminated a spatial light
modulator (SLM) loaded with a programmable phase mask, which was
transformed into a triangular lattice pattern after passing through a 4f sys-
tem combined with a filter. Such a lattice beam remained invariant through
the 20 mm long crystal. The lattice-writing beam induced a triangular lat-
tice due to the photorefractive self-focusing nonlinearity, as controlled by
the beam power (4.8 mW), the bias electric field (1.2 × 105 V m−1), and
the writing time. The HCL could be established by alternatively writing the
two sublattices, as illustrated in Figure 4, taking advantage of the “mem-
ory effect” of the photorefractive crystal. In addition, since the value of
nonlinear refractive index change is proportional to the writing time, the
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refractive index differences of the two sublattices could readily be tuned by
using different writing time for each sublattice. As such, the same triangu-
lar lattice beam induced different index changes for different sublattices,
leading to the desired inversion-symmetry-broken HCL as examined by a
broad (quasi-plane-wave) beam (see the insets in Figure 4). To selectively
excite the HCL, an extraordinarily polarized and truncated triangular lat-
tice beam was sent into the lattice along the same optical path with the
writing beam. However, the probe beam had a much smaller size that cov-
ered only several lattice sites, and its direction (with its three constituting
componentsmomentum-matched to three equivalent valleys) and launch-
ing position (for exciting both sublattices) could be precisely controlled by
the SLM. To avoid the self-action of the probe beam due to nonlinearity,
the intensity of the probe beam was set to be sufficiently low, so that it
underwent linear propagation. The output intensity patterns of the probe
beam through the lattice were recorded by a CCD camera.
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